
IN THE

3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, STATE OF UTAH

State of Utah

vs.

Date of Birth:
MALUI SALESI VEHIKITE

10/07/1992

Arrestee

Affidavit of Probable Cause

On 11/26/2021 20:04 the defendant was arrested for the offense(s) of:

Offense Date Offense Description Statute Gov Code Severity DV

1 11/26/2021 AGGRAVATED MURDER 76-5-202 UT F1 No

2 11/26/2021 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 76-5-103(1) UT F2 No

3 11/26/2021 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 76-5-103(1) UT F2 No

4 11/26/2021 POSSESSION OF A DNGR WEAP BY
RESTRICTED

76-10-
503(2)(B)

UT F3 No

5 11/26/2021 FELONY DISCHARGE OF A FIREARM 76-10-508.1 UT F3 No

I believe there is probable cause to charge the defendant with these charges because:

Officers from South Jordan Police Department made contact at the address of 10424 South Tarali Court, South
Jordan, Utah 84095, to conduct a knock and talk. Officers, who were identified by badge and multiple other
identifiers, were attempting to contact Malui Salesi Vehikite, who is a suspect in an active stolen vehicle case
they are investigating and who has multiple felony warrants for his arrest. Officers made contact at the
residence and spoke with the residents who allowed them into the residence to check for Malui Vehikite. Officers
entered a basement bedroom which they were attempting to clear. Sgt on scene reported hearing Malui say
Don't or No and then saw Malui walking backwards down the hallway, holding a gun. Sgt reported hearing
gunshots and seeing Officer CW fall to the floor. Sgt stated he could see CW had an injury to his leg.

Sgt MA said he proceeded after Malui and believed he had gone towards the stairs leading towards the upstairs.
Sgt MA said he heard several more gun shots and when he entered the stairwell, he observed Malui laying on
the second platform of the stairs. Malui sustained several gunshot wounds and received emergency assistance
before being transported to the hospital where he currently remains.
Sgt MA said he returned to Officer CW and assisted in rendering aid, which included placing a tourniquet to CW's
leg, before he was transported to the hospital for emergency surgery..

On November 26, 2021, a search warrant of Malui's residence was executed. The warrant yielded several items
of evidence ice., Iincluding but not limited to several bullet fragments, casings, firearms, drug paraphernalia and
multiple mixed prescribed pills in a prescription bottle not belonging to Malui Vehikite, marijuana, and dab
(concentrated hash oil, derived from marijuana). The prescription drugs and some of the drug paraphernalia
were in the downstairs area of the residence where Malui Vehikite was staying/occupying with his other personal
belongings. The Marijuana, dab and additional drug paraphernalia was in a black bag that was attached to the
gun holster which was being carried by Malui at the time the incident occurred. A plethora of driver's licenses
and credits cards that were all in different names and none of which belonged to Malui, multiple personal checks
written to Malui (all appearing to be written in the same handwriting), and a large amount of house, shed, and
car keys were located in the room where Malui was sleeping. Based on my training and experience, the items
are all consistent with burglaries or thefts.

Blood was located throughout the home, including in the downstairs bedroom where Officer CW was shot in the



I believe these to be additional condition(s) for continued detention:

The current offense is a felony. There is substantial evidence to support the charge, and through clear and
convincing evidence that ? would constitute a substantial danger to any another individual or to the community,
or is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the court if released on bail.
Mr. Vehikite knowingly shot a police officer and pointed his firearm in the direction of two other police officers
showing a disregard for human life. Mr. Vehikite also has a history of failing to appear in court and should be
considered a flight risk. Mr. Vehikite currently has four warrants of his arrest, including new felony charges from
February 2021. Third District Court Case# 211908766 - F3 Theft by Receiving Stolen Property, F3 Purch, Trans,
Possess, Use a firearm by a Restricted Person, MA Fail to Stop at the Command of a LEO, MB POCS, MB Drug
Paraphernalia, MB Interference, MC False Information: Mr. Vehikite failed to appear in court on April 19, 2021
and a bench warrant was issued for $1,000.

West Jordan Justice Court issued a bench warrant for Mr. Vehikite due to failing to appear on March 17, 2021
(Case# 181301105)

Salt Lake District Court issued a warrant for Mr. Vehikite based on probable cause on August 18, 2021, for two
counts of F3 Failing to Stop at a Command of a LEO (Case# 211903349)

Salt Lake District Court (Case# 141902576) issued a warrant for Mr. Vehikite on February 16, 2021, for failing to
appear in court on a scheduling conference for Case# 141902576. Mr. Vehikite failed to contact the court after
being released from jail through Overcrowding. This is a post adjudicated case, where CJS County Probation was
revoked and reinstated on Mr. Vehikite.

The current offense is a felony. There is substantial evidence to support the charge, and through clear and
convincing evidence ? would constitute a substantial danger to another individual or to the community, or is
likely to flee the jurisdiction of the court if released on bail.
Mr. Vehikite knowingly shot a police officer and pointed his firearm in the direction of two other police officers
showing a disregard for human life. This incident was captured on multiple police officers body camera.

leg. Officer CW's clothing was also located in the basement bedroom, and CW's pants were found to have a hole
matching where CW's had been shot on his left leg.

A brass-colored shell casing was found outside the bedroom door, which did not match any of the officer's
rounds that would have been fired.  A handgun was recovered from the scene which is believed t be the firearm
that Malui used to shoot officer C. W.

Malui has several drug related arrests and convictions on his adult criminal history. Malui's convictions of drug
possession, and the illegal narcotics and paraphernalia found on scene of this incident,  is consistent with
Vehikite being a drug user and therefore restricted from owning or possession firearms.

Officer C.W. is currently still in the hospital receiving treatment for the gunshot wound to his left leg. C.W.'s
injury was found to be potentially fatal had he not received proper and exigent medical treatment. The bullet
caused C.W. to have a severed femoral artery and a shattered femur.

Body camera footage was reviewed. Malui was observed exiting a room in the basement pointing his weapon at
Officer C.W. and Sgt. M.A. Malui then shoots Officer C.W., who returns fire. Malui continues to the stairs in the
residence and points his firearm at Officer G.W., who fires at Malui. The body camera footage clearly captures
Malui pointing and shooting his firearm in the direction of Officer C.W. and clearly captures Malui pointing his
firearm at Officer G.W., who in response fires his weapon at Malui.

An extension was signed and granted on 11/29/2021 by Judge Chon ordering Malui Salesi Vehikite be held until
12/4/2021 even though he was not previously booked into the Salt Lake County Jail.

I declare under penalty of perjury and under the laws of the State of Utah that the foregoing is true and correct.

Officer Name:

I am a sworn officer with:

Arresting agency case number:

Badge ID:

Associated citation number:

S WARDEN 14M

UT0180000 - SALT LAKE COUNTY SHERIFF

2021-144933

/s/ S WARDEN



SUBMISSION IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

Booking agency:

Booking agency case number:

Booking UserID:

Booking agency ORI:

Submission ID:

SALT LAKE COUNTY JAIL UT018013C

21042330

jsorn 1583371 (Version 1)

SID: 1258633 OTN:

Booking date/time: 11/30/2021 13:40
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